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Several motor networks have now been found to be multifunc-
tional, in which one group of neurons participates in the gen-
eration of multiple behavioral motor programs. Not surprisingly,
the behaviors involved are frequently closely related, often
using the same or similar muscle groups. Here we describe an
interneuronal network in the marine mollusk Tritonia diomedea
that is involved in producing two highly dissimilar behaviors,
rhythmic, muscle-based escape swimming and nonrhythmic,
cilia-mediated crawling. Several observations support this con-
clusion. First, the dorsal swim interneurons (DSIs) of the swim
central pattern generator (CPG) directly excite Pedal neuron 21
(Pd21) and Pd5, the only identified cilia-activating efferent neu-
rons in Tritonia. Second, stimulation of a single DSI elicits
beating of the foot cilia in semi-intact preparations and crawling
in intact animal treadmill preparations. Third, the DSIs fire at an
elevated rate for nearly 1 hr after a swim motor program, which

correlates reasonably well with the period freely behaving ani-
mals were found to crawl after they swam. Fourth, silencing the
tonically active DSIs after a swim motor program substantially
reduces or eliminates ongoing cilia neuron firing, indicating that
the DSIs are major contributors to the synaptic input driving
these cells. Finally, all of the other swim CPG neurons also
connect to the cilia neurons, most monosynaptically. Taken
together, these observations indicate that the Tritonia swim
CPG network participates in producing both escape swimming
and crawling. Given the extreme differences between these
behaviors—-rhythmic versus tonic, muscular versus ciliary, and
brief versus prolonged—these findings reveal a striking versa-
tility for a small multifunctional network.
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An emerging principle of motor control is that some neural
networks mediate multiple behaviors (Getting, 1989; Pearson,
1993; Morton and Chiel, 1994; Dickinson, 1995; Marder and
Calabrese, 1996; Kupfermann and Weiss, 2001). Examples from
invertebrates include networks mediating multiple feeding rhythms
in crustacea (Meyrand et al., 1991; Weimann and Marder, 1994),
swimming rhythms in jellyfish (Mackie and Meech, 1985), types
of siphon withdrawal in Aplysia (Frost and Kandel, 1995), and leg
movements in stick insects (Kittmann et al., 1996). Multifunc-
tional networks have also been suggested to underlie certain
vertebrate behaviors, such as the generation of different breathing
patterns (Lieske et al., 2000) and the ingestion and rejection of
food (Travers et al., 2000).

The existence of such networks prompts a number of ques-
tions. How are the different motor programs of such networks
selectively activated? Can multifunctional networks incorporate
modulation specific to one behavior, as might occur in learning,
without altering the other behaviors mediated by the same net-
work? Just how dissimilar can behaviors be and still be mediated
by a single neuronal network? Are multifunctional networks
relatively rare, or are they a widespread feature of most nervous
systems? Such questions can most effectively be addressed in

preparations allowing detailed electrophysiological dissection of
the individual components of multifunctional networks.

The escape swim network of the marine mollusk Tritonia
diomedea has previously been suggested to be multifunctional for
swimming and reflexive withdrawal (Getting and Dekin, 1985b;
Getting, 1989), with its role in swimming particularly well docu-
mented (Getting, 1983a). After the swim, Tritonia crawl for a
period (Audesirk and Audesirk, 1980). In contrast to swimming,
crawling is a nonmuscular, nonrhythmic, gliding form of locomo-
tion propelled by the beating of foot cilia against the substrate
(Audesirk, 1978a). Because swimming and crawling are so dis-
similar, we did not initially suspect them to be mediated by the
same network.

Although no role for the swim network in crawling had been
suggested before this study, certain previous findings led us to
suspect such a role. First, this laboratory and others had noted
that one particular group of central pattern generator (CPG)
neurons, the dorsal swim interneurons (DSIs), fire tonically at an
elevated rate for several minutes after swim motor programs
elicited in isolated brain preparations (Lennard et al., 1980; Katz
et al., 1994). Intact animals had previously been observed to crawl
during the postswim period (Audesirk et al., 1979). Second, the
DSIs contain serotonin (Katz et al., 1994; McClellan et al., 1994;
Fickbohm and Katz, 2000), a transmitter known to activate the
locomotor cilia in reduced preparations (Audesirk et al., 1979;
Willows et al., 1997) and crawling in intact animals (McClellan et
al., 1994). Third, the cerebral neuron 2 (C2) neurons of the swim
CPG were known to make direct synaptic connections onto Pedal
neuron 21 (Pd21) and Pd5 (Snow, 1982), cells that other studies
had shown to be cilia-activating efferent neurons (Audesirk,
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1978a; Popescu and Willows, 1999). In the present study, we
attempted to directly test whether the swim CPG has a role in
crawling, and we conclude that it does so; indeed, because the
animal spends much more time crawling than swimming, the
excitatory and inhibitory control of crawling may turn out to be
the predominant operating mode of the network.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Behavior. The duration of postswim crawling was measured in an 88 � 57
cm test arena created within a 120 gallon, 10°C recirculating artificial
seawater aquarium. A plastic mesh (grid dimensions, 1.5 � 2.0 mm) fixed
to the arena floor provided a background against which crawling could be
visually assessed. During each observation period, animals were scored
as crawling if the tip of the tail was observed to progress at least 1 grid
unit along the substrate during a 15 sec period. Any animal whose foot
was not in contact with the substrate during the observation period was
not scored for that session rather than scored as not crawling. This was
because such animals are often observed to have a steady stream of
debris particles moving along the upturned foot, indicating that they are
in “crawling mode.”

Isolated brain preparation. For most electrophysiology experiments, the
brain, consisting of the fused cerebral–pleural ganglia and the pedal
ganglia (with the pedal–pedal commissure cut), was dissected from the
animal and pinned dorsal side-up in a Sylgard-lined recording chamber
perfused with normal saline at 4–6°C. Normal saline consisted of (in
mM): 420 NaCl, 10 KCl, 10 CaCl2, 50 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, pH 7.6, and 11
D-glucose. All procedures used stainless steel minuten pins (0.1 and 0.2
mm thickness) to stabilize the nervous system for recording. After
dissecting away the connective tissue sheath covering the cerebral–
pleural ganglia, a polyethylene suction electrode was attached to left or
right pedal nerve 3 (PdN3; for nomenclature, see Willows et al., 1973).
The perfusion temperature was then raised to 11°C, and the preparation
was rested for a minimum of 3 hr. The lower initial saline temperature
served to minimize neural activity during desheathing.

Intracellular recordings were made with 15–40 M� electrodes filled
with 3 M KCl or 3 M K-acetate. Neurons were identified on the basis of
their location, size, color, synaptic connections with other identified
neurons, and activity during the swim motor program, as described
previously (for Pd5 and Pd21, see Willows et al., 1973; Audesirk, 1978b;
for CPG neurons, see Getting, 1983a). Swim motor programs were
elicited by applying a 10 Hz, 2 sec train of 5 msec 10 V pulses to pedal
nerve 3 via a suction electrode. Data were recorded on magnetic tape and
analyzed later off-line with a Biopac MP100 data acquisition system.

Synaptic connections were considered direct if presynaptic action
potentials produced one-for-one, constant-latency postsynaptic poten-
tials in the postsynaptic neuron that persisted in a high divalent cation
solution. This solution consisted of (in mM): 285 NaCl, 10 KCl, 25 CaCl2,
125 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, pH 7.6, and 11 D-glucose and has been shown to
be effective at reducing the recruitment of polysynaptic pathways in
Tritonia (Katz and Frost, 1995b).

Dorsal semi-intact preparation. Animals were anesthetized by injecting
60 ml of a solution composed of half 350 mM MgCl2 and half artificial
seawater (Instant Ocean; Aquarium Systems). A recording chamber was
used in which the animal could be positioned dorsal side-up, with the
brain exposed and stabilized on the Sylgard surface of a 1-cm-diameter
post rising from the chamber floor. A thin cylindrical sleeve, containing
slits to allow the nerves passage, was raised around the brain; the slits
were closed with Vaseline; and the brain and body chambers were
perfused separately with saline. The brain chamber was initially per-
fused at 2°C, during which the thin sheath enclosing the ganglia was
removed to expose the neurons for intracellular recording. Once the
neurons were exposed, both brain and body chambers were perfused at
11°C for the duration of the experiment.

Ventral semi-intact preparation. This preparation, used for measuring
the rate of charcoal particle transport on one side of the foot while
driving a contralateral DSI, is identical in methods to the dorsal semi-
intact preparation, with the following exceptions. After the anesthesia,
the animal was placed ventral side-up in a dissection tray filled with 50%
MgC12 and 50% artificial seawater originally at 4°C but allowed to reach
room temperature over the course of the dissection (�l hr). A midline
incision was made in the foot to expose pedal nerve 3, which courses
intimate to the viscera. The buccal mass was rotated forward until pedal
nerve 3 was exposed rostrally all the way to the brain. The esophagus was
cut, and the viscera and buccal mass were removed after the nerve was

dissected free from the viscera. Next, an �4 cm midline incision was made
in the dorsal body wall under the brain. After the cerebral nerves were cut,
the brain was pinned dorsal side-up on the Sylgard-covered surface of the
post rising from the chamber floor through the dorsal incision.

After resting the preparation overnight at 4°C, a suspension of charcoal
particles (M. Grumbacher Inc., New York, NY) in saline was sprinkled
over several square centimeters of foot contralateral to an impaled DSI,
about midway to the tail. This area was projected onto a video monitor
via a microscope-mounted camera, and particle movement was assessed
with the help of a calibrated grid placed over the screen of the monitor.
DSI was driven to fire action potentials at 0.5, 1, or 2 Hz by applying
discrete current pulses at these rates through the intracellular electrode.
DSI activity and accompanying video of charcoal particle movement
were recorded together on videotape with a Vetter 402 data recorder
(A. R. Vetter Inc., Rebersburg, PA).

Intact animal treadmill preparation. This preparation (for additional
details, see Popescu and Willows, 1999) was used to test whether the DSI
neurons could elicit locomotion when stimulated. An incision was made
in the dorsal skin overlying the brain, and a set of hooks were attached
around the edge of the opening. Threads fixed from the hooks to posts at
the top of the chamber walls allowed the opening to be maintained and
the animal’s position to be stabilized. A small wax-covered manipulator-
mounted platform was positioned beneath the brain, and minuten pins
were placed through the connective tissue to immobilize the brain
against the platform. The sheath covering the neurons on the dorsal
surface of the fused cerebral and pleural ganglia was then surgically
removed to allow intracellular recording from the DSIs. To measure
ciliary locomotion, a cylindrical plastic drum was placed into contact with
the foot. The end of the drum was covered with a radial pattern of
alternating black and white stripes (90 total stripes). Attempted locomo-
tion caused the drum to rotate around a central spindle. A photodiode
positioned over a televised image of the stripe pattern converted its
rotation into an oscillating voltage signal, the period of which indicated
the rate of locomotion.

Data analysis. Results are reported as means � SE. Statistical proce-
dures included repeated measures ANOVAs followed by Newman–
Keuls post hoc tests and repeated measures t tests with Bonferroni-
adjusted p values (two-tailed). ANOVA analyses were conducted with
the Statistica software package (Statsoft).

RESULTS
A network diagram depicting the multifunctional Tritonia net-
work is shown in Figure 1A. This figure represents the previously
known and newly reported synaptic connections and illustrates
the involvement of the network in both escape swimming and
crawling.

DSI stimulation elicits crawling in an intact animal
treadmill preparation
Previous work noted that after a swim motor program, the DSI
neurons of the swim CPG fire tonically at an elevated rate for an
undetermined period (Fig. 1B; Lennard et al., 1980; Katz et al.,
1994; Frost and Katz, 1996b). Here we sought to determine
whether this prolonged DSI firing might be causally related to the
episode of crawling that occurs in freely behaving animals after
they swim (Audesirk, 1978b; Audesirk and Audesirk, 1980). We
began by directly testing whether intracellular DSI stimulation
elicits crawling in a treadmill preparation, in which DSI cells
could be recorded from and intracellularly stimulated while mon-
itoring ciliary locomotion. In all six attempts in two preparations,
driving a single DSI for several seconds at 8–9 Hz elicited
crawling (Fig. 2). In all cases, the locomotion outlasted the DSI
firing by tens of seconds.

The DSIs excite cilia-activating neurons with direct
excitatory synaptic connections
Pd21 and Pd5 are presumptive motor neurons that, when driven
with intracellular stimulation, excite the locomotor cilia on the
animal’s foot (Audesirk, 1978a,b; Popescu and Willows, 1999).
During the course of the present study, one of us reported that the
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DSIs excite both of these neurons in normal saline (Popescu and
Willows, 1999). We confirmed these results (Pd21: Fig. 3A, 10
preparations; Pd5: Fig. 3B, 4 preparations), and also tested whether
these functionally excitatory connections persisted in a high diva-
lent cation solution shown previously to suppress polysynaptic
connectivity. We found that the DSIs connect to the contralateral
Pd21 (Fig. 3C; three preparations) and Pd5 cilia neurons (Fig. 3D;
three preparations) with direct, constant-latency, one-for-one EP-
SPs. In one preparation, all three DSIs on one side of the brain
(DSI A–C) were tested and found to make direct connections onto
the contralateral Pd21 and Pd5 neurons. No connections were
observed between the DSIs and the ipsilateral Pd21 and Pd5
neurons.

DSI firing correlates with both crawling and cilia
neuron activity
The treadmill experiment showed that directly activating a single
DSI elicits crawling. We also tested the hypothesis that postswim

DSI firing (Fig. 1B) mediates crawling by comparing the duration
of crawling, DSI firing, and cilia neuron firing. If the DSIs drive
crawling, their firing should correspond to both cilia neuron firing
and crawling behavior.

Behavior
Although it has been noted previously that Tritonia crawl after
they swim (Audesirk, 1978b; Audesirk and Audesirk, 1980), the
duration of this response had not been specifically determined. To
measure this, 20 animals were transferred 5 at a time to a test
arena, and the crawling status (“crawling” or “not crawling”) of
each animal was determined once every 5 min for 6 hr (see
Materials and Methods). For the first 3 hr, animals were left
undisturbed, during which time crawling stimulated by the trans-
fer gradually declined to a low level (Fig. 4A, lef t half). At the
3-hr time point, all animals were made to swim by squirting 2 ml
of a 4 M NaCl solution onto their dorsal skin. The swims were
followed by enhanced crawling, which declined gradually over
time. Paired t tests showed that significantly enhanced crawling
lasted �90 min (Fig. 4A; p � 0.0074; Bonferroni-adjusted crite-
rion of significance, p � 0.0083).

Neuronal correlates
DSIs. A minimum of 3 hr after any previous swim motor program,
the DSI spontaneous firing rate was recorded before and after a
swim motor program elicited by a brief stimulus applied to PdN3
(10 Hz, 2 sec, 5 msec pulses). An ANOVA revealed a significant
effect of nerve shock on DSI firing rate (F(8,80) � 47.5; p � 0.001).
The DSI firing rate increased from 5 � 2 spikes per minute just
before to a peak rate of 111 � 10 spikes per minute (1.9 Hz)
during the first 30 sec after the swim motor program, after which
it progressively declined back to baseline. Post hoc testing indi-
cated that DSI firing was significantly higher for 55 min after the
motor program (Fig. 4B,E,F; p � 0.05; 11 cells, eight prepara-
tions). Postswim elevated DSI firing was also observed after
salt-elicited swims in intact animal electrophysiology prepara-

Figure 1. The multifunctional Tritonia network. A, Diagram of synaptic connections, showing the afferent neurons (S), pre-CPG interneurons (Tr1,
DRI ), swim CPG neurons (DSI, C2, VSI-A, VSI-B), swim flexion neurons (DFN-A, DFN-B, VFN ), and the locomotion cilia neurons (Pd21, Pd5; (Willows
et al.; 1973; Getting, 1983a; Frost and Katz, 1996a; Frost et al.; 2001). The swim CPG consists of just six cells on each side of the brain (3 DSIs, 1 C2,
1 VSI-A, and 1 VSI-B). Bars, Excitatory synapses; circles, inhibitory synapses; combinations of bars and circles, multicomponent synaptic potentials. Solid
lines, Monosynaptic connections; dashed lines, polysynaptic pathways, with the intervening interneurons yet to be identified. B, Firing responses of three
of the swim CPG neurons during a three-cycle swim motor program elicited by a 2 sec, 10 Hz stimulus to pedal nerve 3. Note that DSI firing continues
long after the end of the motor program, whereas VSI-B and C2 are silent before and after.

Figure 2. DSI activity elicits crawling. This experiment used an intact
animal treadmill electrophysiology preparation, in which ciliary locomo-
tion caused a drum positioned beneath the animal’s foot to rotate. Suffi-
cient depolarizing current was injected into a single DSI to elicit several
seconds of firing (bottom trace). This produced a period of crawling that
outlasted the DSI train by tens of seconds (top trace). With the treadmill
apparatus, crawling, which is steady and nonrhythmic, is transduced into
an oscillating voltage signal. The distance between two consecutive peaks
represents 2 mm of locomotion. The maximum rate of treadmill turning
corresponded to 1 mm/sec of locomotion.
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tions, but the duration of the effect was not determined in those
experiments (four preparations).

Cilia neurons. The spontaneous firing rates of Pd21 and Pd5
also underwent a long-lasting increase after the swim motor
program. An ANOVA revealed a significant effect of nerve shock
on Pd21 firing rate (F(6,24) � 18.5; p � 0.001). Post hoc testing
indicated that the firing rate of Pd21 was significantly increased
for 75 min (Fig. 4C,E; p � 0.05; five cells, four preparations). An
ANOVA also demonstrated a significant effect of nerve shock on
Pd5 firing rate (F(6,36) � 9.96; p � 0.001). Post hoc testing
indicated that Pd5 firing was significantly increased for 35 min
(Fig. 4D,F; p � 0.05; seven cells, four preparations).

Low rates of DSI stimulation activate the foot cilia
To test whether the recorded rates of post-swim motor program
DSI activity were sufficient to activate the locomotory cilia, we
used a semi-intact preparation in which individual DSIs could be
driven intracellularly while monitoring the movement of charcoal
particles applied to the contralateral foot. In all instances, cilia
that had been stationary before DSI stimulation (particles moving
at �0.5 mm/min) became active (particles moving at �2.25
mm/min) when single DSIs were driven at 2 Hz (five trials in
three preparations), 1 Hz (five trials in two preparations), and 0.5
Hz (four trials in two preparations). The average latency to
movement onset was on the order of minutes and depended on
the stimulation rate: 0.5 Hz � 5.0 min; 1 Hz � 2.6 min; and 2
Hz � 1.0 min. In all cases, charcoal particle transport continued
for tens of seconds after the cessation of DSI stimulation.

Tonic DSI firing actively maintains the elevated cilia
neuron firing after the swim motor program
The above observations support the hypothesis that after a swim,
elevated DSI firing acts to increase the tonic firing rate in the cilia
neurons, resulting in enhanced crawling. To more directly test
this idea, we next examined the effect of transiently removing this
postswim DSI input to the cilia neurons.

In isolated brain preparations, a Pd21 and two or three of its
three contralateral DSIs were simultaneously impaled with intra-
cellular electrodes. After a rest period, a nerve stimulus was
delivered to PdN3 to elicit the swim motor program, resulting in
the usual elevated tonic firing in both neuron types. During this

period of enhanced firing, a hyperpolarizing current was simul-
taneously injected into all impaled DSIs to suppress their firing
for several seconds. This was found to reduce or eliminate the
tonic firing in the Pd21 neurons (Fig. 5A; three Pd21 cells, two
preparations). In the one instance in which it was tested, sup-
pressing the firing of all three ipsilateral DSIs also eliminated the
enhanced post-swim motor program firing in the contralateral
Pd5 (Fig. 5B). The DSIs are not electrically coupled to either
Pd21 or Pd5; thus the effect of suppressing DSI firing on the cilia
neuron firing rate is not attributable to the spread of the hyper-
polarizing current. These results are consistent with a role for the
DSIs in actively maintaining the post-swim motor program ele-
vated cilia neuron firing rate.

Prolonged DSI firing also occurs in response to stimuli
too weak to trigger the swim motor program
Although Tritonia crawl after they swim, they also crawl in other
contexts, such as in response to water flow (Willows, 1978; Murray
et al., 1992), weak salt (Audesirk, 1978b), or mechanical stimula-
tion, e.g., being picked up or rolled (Fig. 4A, lef t half). As a first
step in testing whether DSI activity might mediate these other
instances of locomotion, we next tested whether stimuli too weak
to elicit the swim motor program would also elicit prolonged DSI
firing.

We found that nerve stimuli below the threshold for eliciting
the swim motor program produced prolonged enhanced DSI
firing in the isolated brain preparation. An ANOVA revealed a
significant effect of weak nerve shock on DSI firing rate (F(11,44) �
28.5; p � 0.001). Post hoc testing indicated that the DSI firing rate
was significantly higher for at least 10 min (Fig. 6; p � 0.05; five
cells, three preparations). Longer recordings were not made, so
the duration of this effect is not known. This result is consistent
with the hypothesis that the multifunctional swim network me-
diates crawling in contexts other than swimming (see Discussion).

All members of the swim CPG make direct or indirect
connections to the cilia neurons
Previous studies reported that CPG neuron C2 makes direct,
mixed excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connections to both Pd21
and Pd5 (Snow, 1982), and that C2 trains elicit action potential
trains in Pd21 (Audesirk, 1978b; Snow, 1982). After confirming

Figure 3. The DSIs directly excite the Pd21
and Pd5 cilia neurons. A, A DSI train evoked
by intracellular stimulation produced excita-
tion of the contralateral Pd21 in normal saline.
B, Same result for Pd5. In this case, the dura-
tion of DSI stimulation is indicated by a bar.
C, DSI produced constant latency, one-for-
one EPSPs in Pd21 in high divalent cation
saline. D, Same result for Pd5. R, Right; L,
left.
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the DSI connection to the cilia neurons (Fig. 3), we became
interested in the possibility that the entire swim CPG might be
wired to exert a controlling function over crawling. We therefore
tested the remaining two CPG neurons, ventral swim interneuron
A (VSI-A) and VSI-B. Stimulation of VSI-A produced one-for-
one, constant-latency IPSPs in the contralateral Pd5 (Fig. 7A) and
Pd21 (Fig. 7B) in both normal and high divalent cation saline
(three preparations each). This inhibition was strong enough that
VSI-A stimulation significantly reduced the elevated firing of
Pd21 observed after a swim (Fig. 7C; four preparations).

Stimulating CPG neuron VSI-B also reduced the elevated
post-swim motor program firing of Pd21 (Fig. 8A). However,
when tested in high divalent cation saline, this connection was
clearly not one-for-one (Fig. 8B; four preparations), indicating
that it is polysynaptic, involving the recruitment of an as yet
unidentified inhibitory interneuron. We also tested for, but did
not observe, a connection between VSI-B and the contralateral
Pd5 (two preparations). In summary, every member of the swim
CPG network was found to make either direct (DSI, C2, and
VSI-A) or indirect (VSI-B) connections with one or both of the
cilia neurons Pd21 and Pd5 (Fig. 1A), indicating that the previ-
ously described swim network is wired appropriately to mediate

both swimming and the excitatory and inhibitory control of
crawling.

What are the functions of the non-DSI connections from the
swim CPG to the cilia neurons? These neurons either undergo no
apparent long-lasting change in spontaneous firing rate after
swimming (VSI-A) or are silent when not swimming (C2 and
VSI-B; Fig. 1B). A possible function for the inhibitory connec-
tions (VSI-A and VSI-B) might be to mediate touch-induced
inhibition of crawling. A previous report (Audesirk, 1978b) ob-
served that tactile stimulation of the animal’s anterior end caused
both locomotion and ciliary beating to stop and produced hyper-
polarizing inhibitory input to the Pd21 neurons. Using a semi-
intact electrophysiology preparation, we found that stimulating
the skin with a glass probe elicited VSI-B action potentials in
three of four preparations (Fig. 9). Because these neurons inhibit
both the DSIs (Getting, 1983b) and Pd21 (Fig. 8), they seem well
suited to mediate touch-induced inhibition of crawling. Addi-
tional work is needed to adequately test this hypothesis. Tactile
stimulation produced no consistent effects, either excitatory or
inhibitory, in VSI-A (L.-M. Tian, T. A. Hoppe, and W. N. Frost,
unpublished results). It may be that the excitatory tactile recep-
tive field of VSI-A has yet to be found, or that this interneuron

Figure 4. DSI firing correlates with crawling and cilia
neuron activity. A, Duration of postswim crawling in
freely behaving animals. Twenty animals were trans-
ferred to a test arena, and their crawling was assessed
once every 5 min for 6 hr. Each point represents the
mean of the six determinations of how many were crawl-
ing during the corresponding 30 min period. The trans-
fer itself stimulated crawling, which declined over the
first 3 hr. At that point, all animals were made to swim
(time 0). For statistical analysis, each of the six postswim
means was compared with the final pretest mean. The
swim was followed by significantly enhanced crawling
lasting 90 min. The dotted boxes in this and the subse-
quent graphs represent the duration of the significant
effect. At 5 min after the swim, all animals that had their
foot in contact with the substrate were crawling (13 of 13
animals). B, Duration of enhanced DSI firing after a
swim motor program in the isolated brain. The motor
program was elicited at time 0. DSI firing was signifi-
cantly enhanced for 55 min (14 cells, 10 preparations). C,
Duration of enhanced Pd21 firing. Pd21 firing was sig-
nificantly enhanced for 75 min (8 cells, 7 preparations).
D, Duration of enhanced Pd5 firing. Pd5 firing was
significantly enhanced for 35 min (7 cells, 4 prepara-
tions). E, Example of DSI and Pd21 firing before and
after a nerve stimulus-elicited swim motor program.
Arrows in E and F indicate the time of the nerve stim-
ulus. The individual cycles of the motor program cannot
be clearly seen in the DSI trace at this time base but are
visible as voltage oscillations in Pd21. F, Example of DSI
and Pd5 firing before and after a nerve stimulus-elicited
swim motor program. The statistics for B–D were only
applied to the cells (numbers listed in Results) that were
recorded for the full period shown on the graphs.
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may inhibit crawling in other behavioral contexts, such as when
Tritonia encounter food (Audesirk, 1978b).

DISCUSSION
The multifunctional Tritonia network
Previous work suggested that the Tritonia escape swim network
mediates two different behaviors. Weak-to-moderate stimuli were
proposed to elicit withdrawal responses, whereas strongly aversive
stimuli reconfigure the network into its swim pattern-generating
mode (Getting and Dekin, 1985a,b). Although its withdrawal
function remains mostly untested experimentally, its role in the
swim is well established (Getting, 1983a). Here we report that
this same network also appears to control a third, very different
behavior, cilia-mediated crawling. Several observations support
this conclusion. First, the DSI neurons of the swim CPG directly
excite the cilia neurons Pd21 and Pd5, which elicit crawling (Fig.
3). These connections are sufficiently strong that intracellular

stimulation of a single DSI elicits crawling in intact animal tread-
mill preparations (Fig. 2). Second, for nearly 1 hr after a swim
motor program, the DSIs fire at an elevated rate (Fig. 4B). This
duration correlates reasonably well with the period freely behav-
ing animals crawl after they swim (Fig. 4A). Third, driving single
DSIs at rates as low as 0.5 Hz activates cilia-mediated transport of
carbon particles on the foot. In our recordings, all six DSIs fired
tonically at or above this level for nearly 25 min after the swim
motor program (Fig. 4B), supporting the likelihood that the DSIs
mediate the crawling observed during this period. Fourth, silenc-
ing the tonically active DSIs after a swim motor program sub-
stantially reduces or eliminates ongoing cilia neuron firing (Fig.
5), indicating that the DSIs are major contributors to the synaptic
input driving these cells. Finally, all of the other swim CPG
neurons (C2, VSI-A, and VSI-B) also connect to the cilia neurons,
two of the three monosynaptically (Figs. 7, 8). Taken together,
these observations indicate that the Tritonia swim CPG network
appears to be wired to mediate excitatory as well as inhibitory
control of crawling. Given that the animals spend significantly
more time crawling than swimming, it seems possible that the
control of crawling may actually be the predominant operating
mode of the network.

Multifunctional networks are frequently found to mediate
closely related behaviors that use the same or similar muscle
groups. The present example is a striking exception. In Tritonia,
swimming is a brief, rhythmic behavior mediated by alternating
ventral and dorsal whole-body muscular contractions. Postswim
crawling, on the other hand, is two orders of magnitude longer
lasting, nonrhythmic, and cilia-mediated. To our knowledge, this
is the first direct demonstration of multifunctional network con-
trol over muscular and ciliary effector systems. Similar control has
been proposed for swimming and ciliary crawling by the As1–4
neurons, homologs of the DSIs, in the marine mollusk Pleuro-
branchaea (Jing and Gillette, 2000). Another example may be the
control of respiration and ciliary crawling by the L/RpeD11
interneurons in the freshwater snail Lymnaea (Syed and Winlow,
1989, 1991). Multifunctional network control of muscular and
ciliary effector systems may also occur in vertebrates. Stimulation
of respiratory c-fibers accelerates airway mucociliary beat fre-
quency (Lindberg and Mercke, 1986; Lindberg et al., 1987),
inhibits the muscular control of breathing (Wang et al., 1996), and
may elicit coughing (Coleridge and Coleridge, 1994).

An additional difference between these two Tritonia behaviors
concerns their degree of flexibility. Swimming is a stereotyped,
nondirectional behavior that is relatively unaffected by sensory
feedback once under way. Crawling, on the other hand, varies in

Figure 5. Tonic DSI firing actively maintains the elevated cilia neuron
firing that follows the swim motor program. A, After a swim motor
program (data not shown), the DSIs and cilia neurons fire at an elevated
tonic rate. Hyperpolarizing two of the three contralateral DSIs during
this period acted to eliminate the tonic firing in Pd21. B, In a similar
experiment, hyperpolarizing all three contralateral DSIs repeatedly re-
duced or eliminated the elevated tonic firing in Pd5. R, Right; L, left.

Figure 6. Stimuli subthreshold for producing the swim nonetheless cause
long-lasting DSI firing. A weak nerve stimulus administered to PdN3 at
the arrow (10 Hz, 2 sec) elevated the rate of spontaneous DSI firing for at
least 10 min.
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speed and direction and is readily modified by sensory input,
inhibited when the animal’s oral veil comes into contact with food
or tactile stimuli (Audesirk, 1978b; Audesirk and Audesirk, 1980)
and excited by salt stimuli too weak to elicit the swim (Audesirk,
1978b). Our results support the possibility that the network also
mediates such stimulus-elicited alterations of ongoing crawling.
For example, the C2 and VSI-B neurons are silent before and
after the swim motor program (Fig. 1B); hence, they play no role
in postswim crawling. They do, however, display brief firing
responses to different skin stimuli (Fig. 9; Tian and Frost, unpub-
lished results). Given their respective excitatory and inhibitory
effects on the cilia neurons, these neurons thus seem well suited to
mediate the effects of different stimuli on ongoing crawling.

Many studies have described multifunctional networks that
mediate motor programs underlying different, muscle-based be-
haviors (Getting, 1989; Dickinson, 1995; Marder and Calabrese,
1996). For example, in the crustacean stomatogastric nervous
system, a relatively small number of neurons generate multiple
motor programs involved in the grinding and transport of food
(Dickinson et al., 1990; Meyrand et al., 1991; Weimann and
Marder, 1994; Nusbaum et al., 2001). In the cockroach, a pair of

giant interneurons trigger both flight and running, depending on
the behavioral context (Ritzmann et al., 1980). In the stick insect,
a multifunctional interneuronal network has been suggested to
underlie leg movements involved in tactile reflexes, rocking, and
walking (Kittmann et al., 1996). During flight, interneuronal
members of the locust respiratory oscillator are reconfigured to
fire in phase with the flight rhythm (Ramirez, 1998). Finally, a
single arterial shortening neuron participates in six different be-
haviors in the marine mollusk Aplysia (Xin et al., 1996). Multi-
functional neurons have been proposed to participate in diverse
behaviors in vertebrates as well (Dickinson, 1995), including the
control of licking, swallowing, and the rejection of food (Travers
et al., 2000) and the control of both respiration and vomiting
(Zheng et al., 1997).

Taken together, the present results and previous studies sup-
port the view that the Tritonia swim CPG may be involved in the
production of a highly diverse set of behaviors, including (1)
reflexive withdrawal (Getting and Dekin, 1985a), (2) swimming

Figure 7. CPG neuron VSI-A monosynaptically inhibits the cilia neu-
rons. A, VSI-A action potentials elicited unitary, one-for-one IPSPs in the
contralateral Pd5 in high divalent cation saline. The third current pulse
caused two action potentials and two corresponding IPSPs in Pd5. B, In
high divalent cation saline, a train of VSI-A spikes elicited one-for-one,
summating IPSPs in the contralateral Pd21. C, The inhibitory VSI-A
connection to Pd21 was sufficient to inhibit P21 firing in normal saline.
VSI-A was driven via the intracellular electrode to fire two trains of action
potentials. The slight depolarization of Pd21 during the inhibition was
attributable to a reversal of the IPSP, which had initially been hyperpo-
larizing when Pd21 was penetrated. R, Right; L, left.

Figure 8. CPG neuron VSI-B polysynaptically inhibits Pd21. A, Driving
VSI-B caused a decrease in the firing rate of the contralateral Pd21. B, In
high divalent cation saline, a train of VSI-B spikes recruited IPSPs into
Pd21 in a non-one-for-one manner, indicating that this inhibitory connec-
tion is indirect. L, Left; R, right.

Figure 9. Response of DSI and VSI-B to tactile skin stimulation. Poking
the skin with a glass probe (arrow) elicited action potentials in VSI-B and
inhibition in DSI.
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(Getting, 1983a), (3) postswim crawling, (4) stimulus-elicited in-
hibition of ongoing crawling, and (5) stimulus-elicited accelera-
tion of ongoing crawling. The available data most strongly sup-
port roles for the network in swimming and postswim crawling.
Additional work is needed to rigorously test the other hypothe-
sized functions, as well as to determine whether the network also
mediates crawling in other contexts, such as during food seeking
(Willows, 1978), and during the animal’s positive rheotaxis to
water flow (Field and MacMillan, 1973; Willows, 1978; Murray et
al., 1992). At present, the members of the swim CPG represent
the only identified interneuronal inputs to the cilia neurons.
However, crawling is a more flexible behavior than swimming,
with a much broader range of speed, duration, and controlling
stimuli. From this perspective, it seems possible that the complete
crawling network will be found to include interneurons located
outside the swim CPG, involving a more distributed network
organization.

Additional features
Although multifunctionality has the advantage of neural econ-
omy, it has inherent problems as a design strategy. How, for
example, do the different functional subcircuits of anatomically
superimposed networks operate without interfering with one
another? In this Tritonia example, the two motor programs are
coactive during the swim, when the DSIs excite the efferent
neuron populations for both swimming and crawling. There is no
behavioral conflict, however, because although the foot cilia are
active during the swim (Audesirk, 1978b), crawling cannot occur
while the foot is out of contact with the substrate. One benefit of
this coactivation may be to ensure that once the swim ends,
crawling commences at full speed as soon as the animal reestab-
lishes foot contact with the substrate.

In Tritonia, there is an obvious survival advantage to having a
single network mediate withdrawal, swimming, and crawling.
Although withdrawal and crawling can occur in the absence of
swimming, strongly aversive stimuli elicit all three behaviors in a
defined temporal sequence. Having a common network control
these functionally related but disparate behaviors would ensure
the efficient coordination of this complex, integrated escape re-
sponse. It seems reasonable to suppose that the network origi-
nally evolved to mediate crawling (and withdrawal) to a wide
range of stimulus intensities, with its rhythm-generating ability
added later. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that DSI
homologs are present in opisthobranch species that do not swim
(Katz et al., 2001). We speculate that in such species, the DSI
homologs will be found to mediate crawling.

The neural mechanisms by which this multifunctional network
abruptly reconfigures into its swim mode are emerging (see be-
low; Getting and Dekin, 1985a; Katz et al., 1994; Katz and Frost,
1997). An interesting finding is that this transition can be evoked
by simply increasing the rate of tonic intracellular stimulation of
the DSI neurons. Low stimulation rates elicit crawling (Fig. 2),
whereas higher rates reconfigure the network to generate the
rhythmic swim motor program (Fickbohm and Katz, 2000; Frost
et al., 2001). This Tritonia version of a locomotor “gait change”
may be analogous to that observed in the vertebrate mesence-
phalic locomotor region (Jordan, 1998), where a steady increase
in the tonic extracellular stimulation rate triggers the locomotion
circuitry to abruptly shift its output from trotting to rhythmic
galloping (Shik et al., 1966). Although it is not known whether a
single multifunctional network mediates this gait change in ver-

tebrates, our present results are at least consistent with such a
possibility.

Neuromodulation in the network
The role of the DSIs in network function is multifaceted. In
addition to their conventional excitatory synaptic connections in
the swim–crawling circuitry, these serotonergic interneurons pro-
duce a potent neuromodulatory enhancement of the excitability
and synaptic connections of C2 (Katz et al., 1994; Katz and Frost,
1995a,b, 1997). Because the DSIs fire strongly at swim onset, and
their neuromodulatory effects develop rapidly (within 2–3 sec),
we have suggested previously that this intrinsic neuromodulation
may play an important role in reconfiguring the resting network
into its pattern-generating mode (Frost and Getting, 1989; Katz
et al., 1994; Katz and Frost, 1997). Our present finding that DSI
firing remains elevated for 1 hr after an initial swim suggests that
the neuromodulatory actions of these neurons may also persist
long after the swim ceases. A possible behavioral consequence of
such enduring modulation is supported by studies of nonassocia-
tive learning in Tritonia, which have found that an initial swim is
followed by a 1-hr-long period of sensitization, during which
subsequent swims have a significantly shorter onset latency
(Brown et al., 1996; Frost et al., 1998; Mongeluzi and Frost, 2000).
The similarity between the duration of DSI firing and latency
sensitization supports the hypothesis (Katz et al., 1994; Frost et
al., 1998) that persistent modulation produced by the postswim
DSI firing serves to encode the memory for the sensitization.

Our results also have relevance for another issue regarding
multifunctional networks, the degree to which they can incorpo-
rate modulation specific to one behavior without modifying the
other behaviors mediated by the same network. As discussed, the
persistent enhancement of DSI firing affects both the crawling
and swimming functions of the network (its effect on withdrawal
has not yet been tested). However, such conjoint effects need not
always occur. For example, because C2 and VSI-B are silent
during postswim crawling, learning-related changes specific to
these neurons could affect subsequent swims without affecting
ongoing crawling. Tritonia, because of its well characterized
swimming and crawling circuitry, is an attractive model system in
which to explore issues concerning the organization and opera-
tion of multifunctional networks.
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